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Energy landscapes
Energy

Atoms vibrate at 1012 Hz

Rare events (activated 
events) occur at 106 Hz 
or less

Generic problem: How to explore the space of variables of a 
high dimensional cost function?



TST : activated dynamics

To compute the dynamics in a 
system dominated by activation 
barriers, i.e.: 
 1. Uncorrelated jumps 
 2. High barriers wrt kBT 

we need to know:  
 1. Knowledge of saddle points 
 2. Prefactor
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If the barrier is simple and chosen correctly, k ⇡ 0.5, we can ignore it and write the rate as :
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Standard Kinetic Monte Carlo

In standard KMC, the problem studied must be defined on a lattice

A list of events must then be 
constructed. 

Including the final sites we get:

210 = 1024 different events and 
barriers and prefactor

At a given moment, we select one of 
the possible events at random based 
on their rate r of occurrence

and make the  move and update the 
clock according to 

�t = � lnµ�
ri

A. B. Bortz, M. H. Kalos, and 
J. L. Lebowitz, J. Comput. Phys. (1975). 



Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of the 
evolution of radiation damages in Fe

lation was performed. The time scale of these events is
spread over about 13 decades.

3.1.1. Effect of migration energies and mobilities
In Fig. 3, the example of a 20 keV MD cascade aged

in pure Fe (a) and Fe–0.2%Cu (b) using the three differ-
ent parameter sets, described in Tables 1–5, is reported.
The average clustered fraction of point defects as a func-
tion of time (by decades) is shown. The error bars corre-
spond to the standard deviation. All curves are
interrupted when statistics become too poor. Full sym-
bols denote the evolution of the percentage of SIA in
clusters; open symbols the same for vacancies.

According to sets B and C (SIA migration energy
0.04 eV), new SIA clusters start to form already at
10!13 s, reaching a peak value after, respectively, 10!10

and 10!9 s. With set A (SIA migration energy 0.3 eV),
clustering starts only after 10!10 s and reaches the peak
value at 10!6 s. After the peak value is reached, sets A
and C (only single defects mobile) exhibit essentially
the same behaviour: a long plateau of surviving, immo-
bile SIA in clusters, that can only disappear by progres-
sive !erosion" via annihilation with single vacancies. The
descent starts, respectively, at about 10!5 and 10!2 s,
which correspond to the onset of massive single vacancy
migration according to the two different migration en-
ergy choices. Using these two parameter sets, a residual
fraction of SIA in clusters remains in the simulation box
till the end of the simulation, because once all single
vacancies have annihilated with SIA clusters, further
SIA disappearance can only occur through vacancies
emitted from clusters, which is a much slower process.
Conversely, set B, which allows all SIA clusters to move
with a low migration energy, although with decreasing
attempt frequency, predicts a rapid disappearance of

all SIA clusters within 10!8 s, i.e. long before the single
vacancy migration onset. Therefore, according to this
set the kinetics of SIA and vacancies are clearly sepa-
rated. Note that, even in relatively high dose-rate
cascade irradiation conditions, such as self-ion implan-
tation ("10!4 dpa/s) or high-flux test reactors ("10!6

dpa/s), in a 100a0 · 100a0 · 100a0 simulation box a sec-
ond cascade will only appear after "1 s or more. There-
fore, from the point of view of intercascade interaction
and damage accumulation effects, it is mostly the last
part of the cascade ageing simulation that should be
looked at. This means that, without traps, almost inde-
pendently of the assigned migration energy (60.3 eV),
no SIA cluster will remain in the box with set B, even un-
der high flux irradiation conditions.

As a consequence of the absence of interaction be-
tween SIA and solute atoms, the difference between pure
Fe and Fe–0.2%Cu in the SIA clustered fraction is neg-
ligible. Yet, the effect of the presence of Cu on the clus-
tered fraction of vacancies (open symbols) is clear. The
peak amount of vacancies in cluster is significantly lar-
ger, with little or no difference from one parameter set
to the other, because all share the same binding energy
values from Eq. (5) and the same capture radius (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2). The high peaks that characterise the vacancy
clustered fraction evolution pattern in Fe–0.2%Cu ap-
pear at the onset of single-vacancy migration. They cor-
respond to a large amount of mobile (in all three
parameter sets) Cu–V pairs, formed by the migrating
single vacancies which, in the absence of Cu atoms,
would be leaving the box or, in some cases, increasing
the size of existing clusters. However, Cu has little or
no effect on the kinetics: sets B and C (same migration
energy for vacancies, 0.69 eV), predict vacancy cluster-
ing, after a slight depletion due to recombination, at
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Fig. 2. Example of evolution in time (logarithmic scale) of the number of SIA (grey) and vacancies (black), both total (thick line) and
in cluster (thin line), during the ageing of a 20 keV displacement cascade in Fe–0.2%Cu.
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where the summation is extended over all the possible
internal and external events at the considered step. This
approach corresponds to the residence time algorithm
for lattice KMC methods [31]. Alternative approaches
[36–38] have been observed to be equivalent, in practice,
to Eq. (4).

2.1.4. Boundary conditions and sinks
The boundary conditions can be adapted to corre-

spond to different possible real situations: uniformly dis-
tributed events in bulk materials, isolated events (like
single displacement cascades) in an otherwise untouched
infinite material and, for both possibilities, thin foils,
like in electron microscope or ion irradiated specimens.
In order to allow the comparison with the irradiation
of atom-probe needle-shaped specimens, a cylindrical
box can also be used, which reproduces the truncated
part of the needle. Accordingly, the boundary conditions
can be either periodic (PBC: any defect that leaves the
box re-enters it from the opposite side), or absorbing
(the defects leaving the box disappear for good). In the
case of thin foil and atom-probe needle simulations, free
surfaces are correspondingly introduced. Grain bounda-
ries, which act as sinks for point defects in the absence of
free surfaces, are introduced using the average grain size
method, inspired by Heinisch!s work [39]: when PBC are
applied, whenever a mobile object has moved a distance
larger than the average grain size, it is eliminated. Re-
cently, this method has been discussed by Soneda et al.
[25] and denoted as finite PBC. Dislocations are intro-
duced as segment(s) whose length is established accord-
ing to the dislocation density to be simulated. They act
as linear sinks for point-defects with a given recombina-
tion radius. Fig. 1 summarizes the different events taking
place in the course of an object KMC simulation.

2.2. Parameter sets

The choice of the parameter set is quite an open ques-
tion and several possibilities have been proposed to sim-

ulate radiation damage by KMC in pure Fe [21–25]. The
defects produced by irradiation in ferritic steels are very
difficult to characterise experimentally, even using the
most advanced techniques nowadays available, as they
are very small, and remain small in the course of the
irradiation. SIA loops are observed to form under elec-
tron, neutron and ion irradiation in pure Fe [40–42]. Re-
cently, precise experiments of in situ electron irradiation
of pure Fe thin foils were performed [43] and important
information concerning the kinetics of growth of SIA
dislocation loops in pure Fe is hence available to adjust
the parameters of KMC simulations. Vacancy loops
have been seen to form in Fe under heavy ion irradiation
conditions [44], but do not seem to have ever been ob-
served under neutron irradiation [45], particularly in
conditions relevant to RPV steels in operation. Voids be-
come visible only at high doses, never attained in pres-
sure vessel steels [46], although their presence below
electron microscope resolution is testified by positron
annihilation studies [47–50]. In the case of Fe alloys,
such as Fe–Cu, the situation is even more complicated
because, in spite of a growing number of experimental
studies of the behaviour of Fe–Cu under irradiation in
different conditions [48,51–55], many pieces of informa-
tion of fundamental importance for the simulation, such
as those concerning the interaction strength of point-de-
fects and point-defect clusters with solute atoms, cannot
be obtained experimentally and its calculation requires
to consider a large number of possible cases.

In the present study, three main first attempt sets of
parameters have been used and compared. These param-
eter sets try to encompass the most common choices of
OKMC and also RT models available from Refs. [21–
23,43]. Parameter tuning made necessary to improve
the performance of the model when trying to reproduce
experimental results and possible refinement to the cur-
rent framework are discussed in the course of the present
paper.

The first one (set A) is inspired by experimental re-
sults by Hardouin Duparc et al. and a related rate theory

Fig. 1. Summary of the different events taking place in an object KMC simulation. Note that loops, characterised by non-spherical
reaction volume, though allowed for in the code, have not been included in the model in the present work.
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C. Domain, C.S. Becquart & L. 
Malerba, J. Nucl. Mat. (2004)

Different events included in the 
object-based catalog

Example of a simulation at 600 K



Limitations of Standard Kinetic Monte Carlo

1. Uses a predefined and limited 
catalogue of known diffusions 
events and barriers at T=0

    can miss mechanisms

2. Constrains atoms to move only 
on a predefined lattice which can 
be real or effective

        atoms are not always on lattice

3. Supposes that there are no long-
range interactions between 
defects

        elastic effects can be important



kMC with event list rebuilding at each step

This method works well for small or simple systems. However, the 
number of barriers at each step much remain low.

formed, but two smaller islands also exist. After 1000 tran-
sitions, one of the small clusters has merged with the large
island which has taken a more compact shape. Finally after
7902 transitions, a single compact island is formed, and at 1
ms, !65 720 transitions" the island reaches its lowest energy
shape. The mechanism for atoms crossing a corner or filling
in a kink site invariably involves a two-atom displacement
process with a substrate atom.

Of the 100 000 transitions in this simulation, only 300
brought the system to a new state. Many processes involved
rearrangements of the three atom cluster or an adatom mov-
ing along the edge of an island. After each transition, the new
state is compared to a table of all the old configurations. If
the new state has been seen before, no dimer searches are
performed. Rather, a new transition is chosen from the old
list of processes. In this way, low barriers which are seen
frequently do not contribute significantly to computational
time. The total computer time for the simulation was ap-
proximately one week on a PC.

V. DEPOSITION AND SURFACE GROWTH

Multiple time scale simulations of Al!100" crystal
growth were carried out by combining classical dynamics of
deposition events with the long time scale simulation of the

time intervals between deposition events. Interesting pro-
cesses can take place during the deposition event,43,44 but the
excess energy released as the incoming atom binds to the
surface dissipates quickly, in 1 or 2 ps.43,44 This period of
time can easily be simulated by direct classical dynamics.
After the ‘‘hot-spot’’ has cooled down and the system has
thermalized, transition state theory can be applied to the ac-
tivated diffusion processes. The long time scale calculation
was done in the same way as described in Sec. IV, but at
each step a deposition process was added to the table of
possible events. A smaller system was used than in the rip-
ening simulations, the cell consisted of 32 atoms per layer.
Atoms were deposited at a rate of one monolayer per milli-
second (32!103 s"1). A deposition process was simulated
by placing an aluminum atom at a random position 10 Å
above the surface and giving it an initial velocity towards the
surface characteristic of the simulation temperature. Classi-
cal dynamics were run until the component of the velocity of
the deposited atom perpendicular to the surface had changed
sign twice. At this point the system was considered to be
equilibrated and the KMC simulation took over. In this way,
the short deposition time scale was simulated accurately as
well as the longer time scale of thermally activated diffusion
processes.

Growth at 100 K was first simulated. A total of 9.5 layers
were deposited in 9.8 ms. This took 500 events in the KMC
simulation of which 302 were deposition events. An impor-
tant question in crystal growth is how smoothly the surface
grows, i.e., how well a layer gets completed before the next
layers starts forming. A key issue is how an adatom that
lands on top of an island manages to descend down to the
more stable edge site. Typically, an adatom descends by a
two-atom concerted displacement process, as is shown in
Fig. 7, but the simulation also revealed interesting three- and

FIG. 6. Snapshots from a simulation of ripening of Al adatoms on an
Al!100" surface. Initially 20 atoms were deposited at random on the surface,
a coverage of 0.4. After 6 ns !10 transitions" all the adatoms have merged to
form clusters. After 70 ns !344 transitions" a large, compact island has
formed, but there are still two outlying islands. The trimer in the upper left
has four possible rearrangements with a low activation barrier. Many of the
344 transitions correspond to these rearrangements but old configurations
are stored during the simulation so the repeat processes do not require new
dimer searches. After 8 #s !1000 transitions" the large island has taken a
more compact shape and merged with one of the smaller islands. Finally
after 10 #s !7902 transitions" a single large island has formed, and at 1 ms
!65720 transitions" the island has rotated and taken its most compact shape.

FIG. 7. Three processes observed during a simulation of Al atom deposition
on Al!100" at 100 K. The deposition rate was one monolayer per millisec-
ond. Ten monolayers were grown, each consisting of 32 atoms. The pro-
cesses involve descent of an adatom into a lower layer. Most often an ada-
tom descends by a two-atom concerted displacement process as shown in
!1". But, processes involving concerted displacement of three and four at-
oms where the adatom starts two or three sites away from the island edge
were also often observed in the simulations. While the activation energy of
these long range processes is higher, it is still small compared with the 0.23
eV activation energy for adatom diffusion on the flat !100" terrace, and the
prefactor is larger. The remarkable ease by which an adatom can descend
from atop an island on Al!100" leads to layer-by-layer growth in this small
system even at temperature as low as 30 K.
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mum, A. When a new state is visited, a swarm of dimer

searches is sent out from the vicinity of the potential energy

minimum. For the calculations described in Sec. IV, either 25

or 50 dimer searches were used. In this example, ten random

displacements from the position of the minimum were cho-

sen as starting points of dimer searches. Figure 4!a" shows
the path of the ten dimer searches. In this calculation, four

distinct saddle points !!" were found. The system is then

quenched on either side of each saddle point in order to

verify that it lies on a minimum energy path !shown in gray"
from the given initial state minimum. All the saddle points

found in this case did connect back to the initial minimum. If

not, the saddle point is discarded from the list of possible

transitions. In the same way as described in Sec. II B, a tran-

sition is chosen from the list, the system is advanced to the

final state of that transition, and the time interval associated

with the transition is added to the accumulated time. In this

example, transition 1, which corresponds to the lowest bar-

rier was chosen, and the system was advanced to state B.

From the new minimum the process is repeated. New dimer

searches are sent out #Fig. 4!c"$, the saddle points verified
#Fig. 4!d"$ and then one is chosen for the next transition.

III. THE Al„100… SURFACE

We have chosen dynamics of Al adatoms on an Al!100"
surface as a test problem for the long time scale simulation

method. There are two reasons for that. First, an accurate

embedded atom potential of the Voter and Chen form exists

for aluminum.42 Second, Al!100" is a rich system because

there are many different transitions with a rather low energy

barrier even for just a single adatom on the Al!100" surface.
We have previously studied this system extensively with the

dimer method.24 The four lowest energy processes found are

shown in Fig. 5. A particularly interesting aspect of the

Al!100" system is that a concerted displacement process has

a lower energy barrier than the direct hop process. This was

shown by Feibelman with density functional theory

calculations.10 In our simulations, the system consists of a

six layer slab with 50 atoms per layer. The bottom two layers

are held frozen and the top surface is left open to vacuum.

The dimer calculations revealed 60 different transitions for

adatom diffusion in 1000 dimer searches.24 On average the

low energy transitions, the concerted displacement involving

two and four atoms, and the hop, were found three quarters

of the time. One quarter of the time a wide collection of

higher energy processes were found. This is a very important

result because it indicates that a dimer search started in a

random direction has high probability of finding a saddle

point for one of the low barrier transitions.

In the KMC scheme, it is assumed that all relevant tran-

sitions have been found. Transitions that have a high activa-

tion energy and/or low prefactor are unlikely to occur and are

typically not important. Given that the two-atom concerted

displacement process is found a quarter of the time, there is

an 80% certainty of finding all the four transitions that are

equivalent by symmetry in 50 dimer searches. The fact that

all of the equivalent processes may not be found is not so

serious since only one gets chosen at random in the KMC

simulation. The important thing is that a representative

sample of the transitions is found over the relevant range of

activation energy and that no category of transitions is ex-

cluded. The error mainly shows up in the time scale of the

simulation which is dominated by the low barrier transitions.

If only half the low barrier transitions are found, the simula-

tion clock will be running two times too fast. Since the chal-

lenge of reaching long time scale is a matter of spanning

several orders of magnitude, a factor of 2 is typically not a

serious issue. With a modest number of dimer searches, the

method can give a good qualitative idea of how the system

will behave at low temperature over long time scale. For an

accurate simulation, it is clear that many dimer searches need

to be carried out. Fortunately, the different searches can eas-

ily be carried out in parallel on loosely connected cluster of

computers.

IV. APPLICATION TO ISLAND RIPENING

The results of a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation coupled

with dimer searches is shown in Fig. 6. Initially 20 atoms, a

coverage of 0.4, were randomly deposited on the Al!100"
surface consisting of 50 atoms using classical dynamics.

Then the system was quenched to the nearest local energy

minimum. This configuration is shown in the first panel

(n!1). After that, the time evolution of the system at 300 K
was simulated. On average, 17 distinct processes were found

when 25 dimer searches were carried out. When 50 dimer

searches were used, this number rose to 23, indicating that

some, but not too many, transitions were missed with 25

searches. During the first ten transitions, the adatoms dif-

fused via the concerted displacement or hop processes to

form clusters. After 344 transitions, a large island has

FIG. 5. The four lowest energy transitions found with the dimer method for

the diffusion of an Al adatom on Al!100". For each transition, the initial
state, the saddle point configuration, and the final state are shown. Atoms are

shaded by depth and the atoms that move the most in each transition are

labeled. The energy of each transition is given in eV. The lowest energy

transition is the two-atom concerted displacement !1". The hop !2" has simi-
lar activation energy as a four-atom !3" concerted displacement process and
a complex process !4" involving local hex reconstruction. Note the large
prefactor for the multiatom processes. Because Al adatoms can so easily

displace atoms in the surface, a growing Al!100" surface can undergo a great
variety of transition which would be hard to find by guesswork.
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Overcoming these limitations

Over the last few years, many methods have also tried to introduce 
a catalog with off-lattice configurations 

Kinetic ART  (El-Mellouhi, Lewis and Mousseau, PRB 2008)
• uses ART nouveau (currently, fastest saddle-point search method)
• Topological classification, handles any complexity and full elastic effects

Self-Learning KMC (Kara, Trushin, Yildirim and Rahman, JPCM 2009)
• limited saddle point searching capacities (drag + repulsive bias potential)
• pattern recognition based on the existence of a lattice (no elastic effects)

Self-evolving atomistic KMC (Xu, Osetsky and Stoller, PRB 2011)   
• uses dimer method
• new searches in local environment  (no elastic effects)

Local-environment KMC (Konwar, Bhute and Chatterjee, JCP 2011)
• NEB for predetermined mechanisms (biased catalog)
• Local geometrical classification (no elastic effects)



KINETIC ART

Can we recover 
the dynamics of 
relatively complex
systems dominated 
by activated diffusion?



Kinetic ART

1) Generates the catalog and refines events with
                                     ART nouveau

2)Classifies and reconstructs events with
                             Topological analysis - NAUTY

3) Evolves the system with
                                              Kinetic Monte Carlo



Example: Finding barriers with ART nouveau

1) Leave the harmonic basin; 
threshold determined by value of 
lowest curvature

2) Push the configuration up along 
the corresponding direction;
energy is minimized in the 
perpendicular hyperplane;
can converge to the saddle point 
with any desired precision

3) Minimize the energy;
bring the configuration into a 

    new minimum
Barkema & Mousseau, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77 (1996);

Malek & Mousseau, Phys. Rev. E 62 (2000); 

The activation-relaxation technique is defined in three steps. 



Systematic study of interstitials in Iron

M.-C. Marinica, F. Willaime and N. Mousseau, PRB (2011)

• Interstitial-type defects formed by the clustering of self-interstitials produced 
under irradiation have rather peculiar properties in α-iron by comparison 
with other body centered cubic (BCC) metals

• In α-iron isolated self-interstitial atoms (SIA) have a rather large migration 
energy, about 0.3 eV. 

• Nanometer size clusters – or dislocation loops – have either ⟨111⟩ or ⟨100⟩ 
orientation in Fe. 

• The structure of interstitial clusters with intermediate size is largely unknown 
although they play a key role in the loop growth mechanism. 

• The barrier height is such that MD can easily get trapped into specific minima, 
and not sample all mechanisms.



Systematic study of interstitials in Iron

• Ackland-Mendelev potential

• ART nouveau

• 1024 atoms

• 50 trajectories which are stopped after 2000 successful activation events 
(each taking less than a week)



Mono-interstitials in Iron

8

octahedral configurations. The latter two were not investigated before. And finally comes

the third nearest neighbor jump.

In order to test the accuracy of the energy barriers found in the ARTn simulations, we

have re-calculated them using two-ended methods. We used both the drag method25,26 and

the NEB method11,12. The results are found to be the same for the three methods within at

most 0.01 eV. This is also the case when using smaller cell sizes (129 atoms). The results

are summarized in the Tab. I.

FIG. 1: Histogram of the relative formation energies and their associated barrier energies for ARTn-
generated events of the mono-interstitial in iron modeled by the Ackland-Mendelev potential. The
origin on the abscissa is the energy of the most stable configuration, the I�110⇥

1 dumbbell. The black
bars, associated to the vertical axis on the righthand side, correspond to the occurrence of the
configurations in the 105 event ARTn trajectory. On this axis the number of visited configurations
are divided by a factor of 104 except for the I�11�⇥

1 and Icrow
1 for which the factor is 1.2 � 104.

The red squares represent the barrier energies of the saddle points linked to the corresponding
configuration. The barrier energy is the di�erence between the saddle point energy and the energy
of the corresponding local minima configuration. For I�110⇥

1 , the exact values to each barrier energy
of the migration and on-site rotation mechanisms are reported in Tab. I.

Regarding the I�11�⇥
1 configuration, the small barriers correspond to the migration of the

dumbbell in the ⇥111⇤ direction or to the reorientation of the dumbbell into ⇥110⇤ direction.

It is interesting to note that ARTn also finds some paths to the tetrahedral and octahedral

configurations, with barriers of 0.25 eV.



Di-interstitials in Iron
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FIG. 3: Schematic representation of the lowest-energy configurations (below the quasi-continuum)
of the di-interstitial.

configurations, the barrier being only 35 meV ; and (3) to mechanisms linking I3a
2 � I3b

2 and

I3a
2 � I3c

2 (not shown) with a barrier lower than 10 meV, i.e. at the limit of accuracy of the

method. The saddle point energy E�
s,2 of 0.33 eV is associated with the migration of I�110⇥

2

by two nearest-neighbor translation-rotation jumps, as suggested by Johnson42. The two

dumbbells can jump sequentially, i.e. one after the other, or simultaneously and the barrier

is almost the same in both cases. Note that the simultaneous jump couldn’t be obtained

with the Ackland-Mendelev potential using the constrained relaxation method 26 since the

procedure decays to a successive-jump path. The fact that it is found here therefore attests

for the e⇤ciency of the ARTn method. It is also found with the NEB method, which is

indeed more reliable than the drag method in this particular case. Finally, the saddle point

energy E⇥
s,2 at 0.47 eV is related to the transformation from I�110⇥

2 to I3b
2 by a transitory

configuration (see Fig. 5).

Using MD and the same potential Terentyev et al.34 found the migration path for the

di-interstitial to be fully 3D with an e�ective migration barrier of 0.33 eV, which is perfectly

consistant with the lowest energy static barrier.

Using MD and the same potential Terentyev et al.34 found the migration path for the di- MCM

interstitial to be fully 3D with an e�ective migration barrier of 0.33 eV, which is perfectly

consistent with the lowest energy static barrier. Anento et al.35 reports more detailed dif-

fusion coe⇤cient which deviate from the Arrhenius law with significant di�erence between

low (350 K - 500 K) and high (500 K - 1000 K) temperature, 0.44 eV and 0.19 eV, re-

spectively. At low temperature they explain the higher activation barrier by the absence of

overall di�usion over periods up to few nanoseconds. Even the main process of di�usion

rests the Johnsson mechanism (Fig. 5) during the migration process the di-interstitial clus-
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FIG. 2: Histogram of the relative formation energies and associated barrier energies (red squares
and left vertical axis) of the ARTn-generated configurations for di-interstitials in iron modeled by
the Ackland-Mendelev potential. The configuration energies are taken with respect to the I�110⇥

2

configuration. The vertical axis on the righthand side (associated to the bars) corresponds to the
number of distinct minima found by ARTn. Labels 1-to-5 denote energy intervals with low energy
configurations. The quasi-continuum of states starts at label 6. Label 7 corresponds to interval
containing the parallel configurations (I�111⇥

2 ) and finally labels 8, 9 and 10 represent states with
two separated dumbbells, oriented respectively: both along �110⇥; one along �110⇥ and the other
along �111⇥; and both along �111⇥. The last three intervals are out of the scale and the number of
distinct configurations found by ARTn are 74, 211 and 55, respectively.

the second one being respectively I�110⇥
1 and I�111⇥

1 .

The spectrum of energy barriers is also quasi-continuous. However, not all barriers are

important for long-range di�usion: the small barriers (in the meV range) often correspond

to transition from high energy configurations to the lower energy configurations, e.g. from

I�111⇥
2 to I�110⇥

2 . What is more relevant for the migration behavior is the saddle point energy,

i.e. the energy di�erence of the saddle point with respect to the ground state configuration

and not with respect to the initial configuration of the jump. As shown on Fig. 4 the three

lowest saddle point energies E�⇥⇤
s,2 are 0.28 eV, 0.33 eV and 0.47 eV. The corresponding mech-

anisms are represented on Fig. 5. The lowest saddle point energy ones, E�
s,2=0.28 eV, don’t

contribute to the migration. They indeed correspond: (1) to simultaneous double Johnsson

jumps between two I2b
2 configurations ; (2) to small local re-orientations between I2b

2 and I3a
2



I4 in Iron
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FIG. 9: Histogram of the local minimum configurations and their respective barrier energies for I4.
The zero energy in the energy of the most stable configuration. The same convention is applied as
in Fig 2.

(side view) (top�view)

FIG. 10: Schematic representation of the lowest energy configurations of I4 (below the quasi-
continuum).

D. Tetra-interstitials

The same ARTn simulations performed for I4 yield an even larger number of configu-

rations (Fig. 9), with more than 1500 distinct bound configurations. The binding energy

between I�110⇥
3 and I�110⇥

1 is 1.4 eV. The lowest energy configuration is made of ��⇥0⇥ parallel

dumbbells which are slightly tilted from �110⇥ (see Fig. 10). The next two configurations are

obtained by on-site rotations of the dumbbells respectively to the �110⇥ and �111⇥ directions.

The latter configuration, at 0.20 eV, is the beginning of the continuum of states.
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Some applications of ART nouveau

Ab initio calculation of defects diffusion mechanisms in Silicon, GaAs
El-Mellouhi and NM - PRB (2004, 2005), J. Appl. Phys.(2006); Malouin, PRB (2007)

Amorphous silicon - structure, relaxation and activated mechanisms
Barkema, Song, Malek, Kallel and NM - PRL (1996,1998, 2010), PRE (1998), PRB (2000, 2001,2003)

Amorphous gallium arsenide - structural properties
                Lewis and NM - PRL (1997), PRB (1997), Barkema and NM, JPhys:CondMatt (2004)

Interstitials in Fe
               M.-C. Marinica, F. Willaime and N. Mousseau, PRB (2011)

Silica glass - structural properties, activated mechanisms
Barkema, de Leeuw - NM - JCP (2000)

Lennard-Jones clusters and glasses
Brébec, Limoge, Malek and NM, PRB (2000),  Def. Diff. Forum (2001)

Protein folding 
               Derreumaux, Wei and NM - J. Mol. Graph. (2001), JCP (2003), Proteins (2004); 

                St-Pierre, Derreumaux and NM (2008) 

Protein aggregation
Boucher, Derreumaux, Melquiond, Santini and NM - JACS (2004), Biophys. J., Structure (2004), JCP 

(2005), Accounts Chem. Res.(2005), Proteins(2006), JCP (2006,2007)



A topological classification

We suppose that all configurations can be classified in terms of their 
topology and that the events generated will have the same topological 
evolution.

1. Using the neighbour list, a 
graph is generated

2. The graph is analysed at its 
topology identified

3. All graphs with the same 
topology belong to the same 
class

F. El-Mellouhi, NM and L.J. Lewis,  
PRB 78, 153202 (2008).

[ 912419 ]

NAUTY

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)



NAUTY

NAUTY is a program for computing automorphic groups of graphs;  it can 
also produce a canonical labelling taking into account symmetry operations 
of the graph.

Brendan D. McKay, Practical Graph Isomorphism, Congressus Numerantium, 30 (1981) 45-87.
http://cs.anu.edu.au/~bdm/nauty/
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[ 912419 ]

NAUTY

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Topological analysis with NAUTY

1. Store the topology label in a hash table, rehash the label if clustering 
occurs;

2. Update the occurrence of the topology; 
3. If topology is completely new, store it and find the events and rate lists 

associated with it.

Prepare the graph of 
connectivity between 
atoms and label them 

Take a sphere 
around each atom



The algorithm

After an event :

1. The topology of all the atoms within the active part 
of the event is evaluated again;

2. If the topology is known, import the list of events; if 
not, generate ART events;

3. If some of the old topologies do not have enough 
events, try a few more ART steps;

4. Store these new topologies.

5. Relax all relevant barriers to take into account elastic 
effects

6. Compute rate and apply KMC



Barriers 0.1‐0.2 eV 

rate 1 + rate2 + rate3  

Event 1   

rate 1 

Event 2  

rate 2 

Event 3 

rate 3 

Barriers 0.2‐0.3 eV 

rate 1 + …+ rate 6  

Event 4 

rate 4 

Event 5  

rate 5 

Event 6 

rate 6 

Barriers 0.3‐0.4 eV 

rate 1 + …+ rate 8 

Event 7 

rate 7 

Event 8  

rate 8 

Sum of all rates of 

GENERIC event 

rate 1 +..rate n  

55%  

of  total rate 

99.99% 

Stop refining  

100 % 

Taking into account long-range elastic effects

After each event,  saddle points are refined and 
the energy barriers are reevaluated to take in to 
account short and long-range effects.

To decrease the costs, only events with low-
barriers are refined. Those with a high barrier 
are given the default value associated with the 
init



 Taking care of low-energy barriers

The	Mean	Rate	Method

transient	
states

absorbing	
states

Separate	states	in	

• low-energy	barriers	
• fast	transi8ons	between	
t.s.	

• high-energy	barriers	

• final	states:	a<er	some	
8me	the	system	will	
end	up	in	a	a.s.

Puchala	et	al.,	JChP	132,	134104	(2010)	
LK	Béland,	P	Brommer,	F	El-Mellouhi,	J-F	Joly	and	NM,	PRE	84,	046704	(2011).



Other features

• Use	the	LAMMPS	forcefield	library	
• Fixed	prefactor	(typically	1013	s-1)	
• Handles	alloys	directly	
• Parallelized	for	events	and	forcefield	

• Order	(1)	force	calcula8ons	
• Various	capabili8es	at	selec8ng	events,	species,	etc.	
• Flexible	handling	of	boundary	condi8ons,	including	surfaces	



Elastic effects - specific barriers

~1000 atoms
Stillinger-Weber 
potential
6 vacancies
500 K

~1200 events

120 μs



~1000 atoms
Stillinger-Weber 
potential
6 vacancies

Only generic events, 
no relaxation for 
barriers

500 K

~5000 events

0.001 s

Only generic events



c-
Si anneal after ion 

1 ns simulated with MD, serves as 
initial configuration for kART run 

Comparison with nanocalorimetry 
experiments is possible 

Handling of low-barrier by basin 
mean-rate method makes these 
runs even faster

27000 atoms box, 300 K, 1 atom 
implanted at 3 keV

peaks, not their shape. Using MD [21] instead of SRIM to
determine the defect’s position changes the distribution of
the IV pairs in the initial population, producing a higher
temperature tail in the case of more concentrated damage,
but the shape of the experimental signal is not reproduced.

To attempt to better capture the complex relaxation
between the various structures forming the disorder, we
turn to k-ART, an off-lattice self-learning KMC method.
k-ART couples ART nouveau for the event search with a
topological analysis tool for the catalog building and with a
KMC algorithm for the time propagation [29,30]. By per-
forming an extensive search for saddle points and fully
relaxing the relevant energy barriers before each event,
k-ART is able to take into account short- and long-range
elastic effects. The topological analysis, performed with
NAUTY [37], allows a stable and reliable management of
events even for disordered and complex configurations
such as vacancy diffusion in Fe [38] and relaxation in
amorphous silicon [30].

We first inject a 3 keV Si atom into a 300 K 100 000-
atom slab of Stillinger-Weber silicon with a Langevin bath
as boundary condition perpendicular to the trajectory of the
implanted atom, simulating the effect of a low-energy low-
fluence ion-implantation experiment. The cell is then
relaxed using MD for 1–10 ns. A 27 000-atom subpart of
the cell containing the defects is then cut out and placed
into a box with periodic boundary conditions along all
directions, to eliminate surface effects. We generated
three independent samples following this procedure and
then launched several 300 K k-ART simulations on each
MD-produced cascade, simulating up to time scales of 1 s
or more.

Energy evolution for the k-ART trajectories is shown in
Fig. 2(a). Each relaxation simulation shows a logarithmic
time dependence over many orders of magnitude with a
slope determined by the initial disordered configuration;
independent k-ART simulations starting from the same
initial model follow a similar relaxation pathway. Such
logarithmic relation is similar to that observed in heat-
release and relaxation experiments in other complex sys-
tems such as polymer glasses [12]. After averaging over the
various simulations, in order to reproduce experimental
measures over a large number of cascades, we find a
slightly curved but still logarithmic overall relaxation
behavior for the system that is robust to the addition or
subtraction of other runs [Fig. 2(b)].

Before examining in more detail the atomistic mecha-
nisms leading to the macroscopic relaxation, we need to
confirm that the simulation results reproduce the experi-
mental data. For this, it is necessary to convert our fixed
temperature results into constant-heating energy release.
We consider an initial density of processes nðE; t ¼ 0Þ that
can be activated by first order kinetics. The number of
activated events with a barrier between E and Eþ dE
during the time interval between t and tþ dt is

dnðE; tÞdE ¼ %nðE; tÞ!e%E=kTdEdt: (1)

This equation can be solved at fixed (similar to the simu-
lation) or increasing temperature (such as in NC scans).
Following the analysis of the accepted events, and in

agreement with previous work [28], we assume that acti-
vated processes release a fixed amount of energy h0, inde-
pendent of barrier height. A direct analysis of the
microscopic events indicates that the effective nðE; 0Þ,
which is kinetically determined, goes like nðE; 0Þ / E",
with %2:0<"<%1:2. To improve accuracy, we fit
Eq. (1) to the averaged fixed temperature energy relaxation
shown in Fig. 2(b) and find that the event density per
interval, logðtÞ, decreases with increasing time, in
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Energy evolution for k-ART simula-
tions. The lines correspond to independent simulations starting
from three different implantation runs. (b) Red solid line:
Average of the curves in (a). Green dashed curve: Solution of
Eq. (1) at T ¼ 300 K. Insets: Typical configurations of defects in
a 27 000-atom system after a 10 ns MD run (upper-right panel;
there are 184 point defects) and after a 0.1 s k-ART simulation
(lower-left panel; there are 94 point defects). Interstitials are
light gray (beige) and vacancies are dark gray (blue).
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c-
Si anneal after ion 

The jumps in time are caused by the 
basin method acceleration. 

A large number of topologies must be 
explored to describe the correct PES 
(potential energy surface) and kinetics. 

We show that the damaged system can 
execute transitions with a quasi-
continuum of energy barriers

agreement with the direct estimation, and that
h0nðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 53E$1:7. With this distribution, we compute
the heat released under experimental conditions, including
an initial annealing period of 30 s at the implantation
temperature to reflect experimental conditions. Results
are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The agreement between
simulation-derived energy release and experiments at both
LN and RT is excellent, especially considering that the
simulations are performed with an empirical potential.

The correspondence between simulations and experi-
ments is nontrivial. A uniform density of process,
nðE; t ¼ 0Þ, for example, would lead to a flat heat release
such as that observed in higher implantation fluences [36]
and a-Si [14,28]. The origin of the exponent in the density
of processes is therefore associated with a decrease in the
number of available barriers as defects anneal, a behavior
that does not take place when amorphous pockets remain
present. This decrease in complexity is observed in the
microscopic evolution. After 1 ns following the implanta-
tion, before the k-ART simulation, the various models
contain between 100 and 150 point defects (I or V)
assembled into 20–30 clusters. Although these clusters
vary in size from 1 to 30 point defects, most of them
contain between 2 and 5 defects and are therefore better
classified as defect complexes rather than amorphous
pockets. After 1 ms to 1 s, the various simulations lead to
a range of configurations that consist, typically, of small
defect complexes, with 3–5 point defects, and only a few
clusters. This is illustrated in the insets of Fig. 2(b), that
shows typical configurations after 10 ns and 0.1 s.

Structural information is not sufficient to explain the
logarithmic relaxation. Figure 3(a) shows the energy bar-
rier separating each state selected by k-ART, aggregated
over the simulations that reached at least 10 !s, as a
function of time. Two features stand out. First, a quasicon-
tinuous distribution of activated events is accessible in all
time frames. Even after relaxing the system by several tens
of eV, low-barrier events are still present and executed.
Second, the maximum energy barrier for executed events
increases logarithmically with time.

The quasicontinuous barrier distribution suggests that
the system can be kinetically limited by configurational
entropy. Most of the low-energy barriers connect flickering
states that do not lead to structural evolution. The logarith-
mically growing maximum energy barriers, for their part,
indicate that the structural evolution is also energy limited
and it is this interplay that generates a logarithmic energy
decay.

The link between energy relaxation and kinetics is given
by the high-energy barriers. The inset of Fig. 3(a) shows
the heat released by the events with an energy barrier
above the 90th percentile, i.e., those above the straight
line. These do not generally lead to large drops in potential
energy and many even lead to a higher-energy state, in
agreement with recent observations that the forward and

reverse energy barriers are totally uncorrelated [28]; the
energy barrier of events that lead directly to a significant
relaxation are distributed evenly throughout all the selected
events [Fig. 3(b)]. Our simulations indicate that the anneal-
ing of the implanted c-Si is not systematically kinetically
limited by the relaxation events, but is limited by events
that allow the system to leave a region of the configura-
tional space where the potential energy landscape is essen-
tially flat to reach another region where a large drop in
potential energy is accessible. It can be described as a two-
step replenish and relax process that explains the logarith-
mic relaxation. High-energy barrier events, which are
mostly reconfiguration events, do not directly lead to a
low-energy structure but rather unlock the system, open
new low-energy pathways, and replenish the basin of
available energy-releasing events. These events are asso-
ciated with an almost continuous and time-independent
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Energy barrier of all executed k-ART
events. Points above the solid black line correspond to the 10%
highest energy barriers in each time frame. Inset: Potential
energy asymmetry (final energy minus initial energy) of the
executed events with an energy barrier lying in the top 10% of
the barriers plotted in (a) for each time frame. (b) Energy barrier
of the k-ART events that release at least 0.5 eV of heat.
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Nanocalorimetry measurements : c-Si

Béland et al, PRL 2013

samples. The new device used here [35] features, under-
neath the membrane, a 330 nm thick c-Si strip, aligned
with the heating strip. Heating rates reaching 105 K=s
convert small amounts of heat released during disorder
annealing into measurable power.

For these experiments, the samples and reference
nanocalorimeters were in contact with a sample holder
either maintained at room temperature (RT) or cooled
with liquid nitrogen (LN). In the latter case, the membrane,
surrounded by a thermal shield, reached 110 K. The
silicon layer was implanted with Si! at a fluence of
0:02–0:1 Si=nm2 and an energy ranging from 10 to
100 keV produced by a negative sputter ion source. The
current was measured and integrated with systematic error
<20%, although the relative uncertainty between different
experiments within a series of implantations is much
smaller. A slit was placed in front of the nanocalorimeter
in order to implant the c-Si strip without damaging the
SiNx membrane on each side. The implanted area being
0:05" 0:55 cm2, ð55–270Þ " 109 ions were implanted in
each experiment. This corresponds to 0.1 ions per square
nanometer. At such low fluence, there should be a very
small proportion of collision cascade overlapping, so the
experiments are comparable to simulations of single ion
implantations. A delay of the order of 30 s occurred
between the end of the implantation and the NC tempera-
ture scan, which lasts 10 ms. Heat release is measured
during the first temperature scan. Subsequent scans are
used as baseline experiments to account for the fact that
the implanted and reference NCs are not identical [31,32].

Figure 1 shows as solid lines the heat release per unit
temperature, dQ=dT, as a function of temperature, for
different implantations. The amount of heat released is
divided by the number of implanted ions. In order to
compare with simulations below, results are scaled to
3 keV; i.e., they are multiplied by a ratio of 3 keV divided
by the implantation energy. The data collected for 10 keV,
0:02 Si=nm2 implants featured a raw amplitude of less than
7 nJ=K above 500 K, a region where the signal becomes
dominated by the thermal losses, therefore featuring sig-
nificant noise, so a smoothed curve is presented. For
implantations at LN, there is a rapid increase near 200 K,
followed by a slow, featureless decrease spanning several
hundred degrees. Heat releases at similar amplitudes are
observed for RT implants, but starting above 400 K. At
higher fluences, the signal becomes flat (not shown) instead
of slowly decreasing [36], a behavior observed in poly-Si
[34] and a-Si [14].

These measurements suggest that the disorder consists
of structures complex enough that no single activation
energy can be associated with their annealing. Indeed,
similar experiments involving H implantation, where dis-
crete processes occur, do show distinct peaks, associated
with vacancy mobility, on top of a broad background
signal, related to more complex processes [36].

We first compare experiments to the IV-pair model
proposed by Marqués and co-workers [22,24] using as
input the list of defects predicted by SRIM (stopping and
range of ions in matter, an ion transport simulation code
based on the central potential, binary collision, and random
phase approximations) with an 80 keV implantation [19].
Defects are then evolved using lattice-based KMC anneal-
ing during and after implantation with an activation energy
Eact that depends on the number n of nearest neighbors in
the ‘‘IV-pair’’ state [24]. The simulation involves a 30 s
waiting period at the lowest temperature to account for the
delay between the end of the implantation and the begin-
ning of the NC temperature scan. A typical result of our
implementation of this model, with a displacement energy
of 5 eV and at liquid nitrogen temperature, is presented in
Fig. 1(a) (dotted curve) with the signal scaled by 3=80 to
compare to experiments and other models. The simulation
shows an isolated peak at 230 K, associated with the
annealing of isolated IV pairs (n ¼ 0) associated with
activation energy of 0.43 eV, followed by a series of peaks
corresponding to the other activation energies (n > 0), and
fails to reproduce experiments. Clearly, important relaxa-
tion mechanisms are missing from this lattice-based KMC
model.
It could be argued that the energy released by the

annealing of the IV pairs with different number of neigh-
bors is not the same, especially in the case of isolated IV
pairs, but this would only modify the amplitude of the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Heat release as a function of temperature
starting from (a) liquid nitrogen (LN) and (b) at room tempera-
ture. Solid lines: Experimental results; the NC signals are
divided by the number of implanted ions and scaled to 3 keV
(see text). Dashed red lines: Model derived from k-ART after
3 keV Si ion implantations. Dotted black curve: Simulation
based on the IV-pair model at LN temperature.
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Revisiting: understanding telegraph noise

1. 1 million atoms initially

2. 10 to 100 keV

3. Relaxation first with MD (1 ns) then k-ART

4. Stillinger-Weber

With Antoine Jay, Mélanie Rayne, Anne Hémeryck, 
Vincent Goiffon, Nicolas Richard and Pierre Magnan 



Revisiting: understanding telegraph noise

           10 ps   1ns   100 ns       1 ms          10 s



  A possible candidate: a tri-interstitiel flicker 



Application to amorphous silicon

1. What is the relation between average 
coordination (i.e. defects) and 
relaxation?

2. How do defects move?

3. No accelerated technique has been 
applied to these disordered materials

Joly et al, PRB 2013;  PRB (submitted 2015)



Application to 
amorphous silicon

1000-atom box

modified Stillinger-Weber 
potential 
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FIG. 11. Simulation of a-Si in a 1000-atom box at 300 K. The top figure shows the number of

searched topologies and the total CPU time used by the simulation. The bottom figure shows the

change in energy and the total accumulated squared displacement. The simulation was started

with a catalog from an earlier simulation. The system flickers between two neighboring states until

it finds a way to relax further. This leads to a sequence of configurations never seen before and

the CPU time needed per step increases with the number of new topologies to explore.

model of a-Si, for example, no two atoms share the same topology and even after many

thousands of events, topologies encountered more than once are rare. A meaningful catalog

requires therefore the combination of many independent KMC trajectories started from

various initial configurations.

At first, since each atom has its own topology, the number of initial events to be gen-

erated is very large. Successive steps tend to be much less expensive and the number of

new topologies per step depends strongly on the amplitude of the displacement during the

previous KMC step. Small displacements observed during flickers usually result in less than

22



Stability of vacancies

999-atom box (1 vacancy)

modified Stillinger-Weber potential

T=300 K

Initial catalog: 32 120 events

Ebasin = 0,45 eV

24 processors (Intel Westmere-EP).

Most vacancies disapear within 1 ns

Here, vacancy survives after 120 μs

JOLY, BÉLAND, BROMMER, AND MOUSSEAU PHYSICAL REVIEW B 87, 144204 (2013)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Histogram showing the lifetime of the
vacancies that were annihilated. Inset: distribution of lifetimes of
stationary vacancies as a function of the activated barrier of the
annihilation event (first event where vacancy ceases to be present).
The blue line represents the Boltzmann factor at a temperature of
300 K.

structural evolution. The vast majority of vacancies annihilate
rapidly—in less than one nanosecond. Figure 3 shows the
lifetime distribution of the annihilated vacancies: 175 out
of 453 (39%) are unstable and are destroyed after a single
k-ART step. The number of surviving vacancies after 1 µs,
1 ms, and 0.1 s are 43, 13, and 6, respectively. After all
simulations were stopped, the remaining six vacancies had
been present for 0.12 s (vac 83), 0.14 s (vac 212), 0.17
s (vac 122), 0.19 s (vac 219), 0.36 s (vac 103), and 1.98
s (vac 156). Of these, four were perfectly stable, showing
no oscillations or diffusion (vac 83, 156, 212, 122), one
(vac 103) was intermittent, and the last one (vac 219) oscillated
between two positions. Not surprisingly, all these six surviving
vacancies show a large volume, ranging from 73 Å3 (vac 103)
to 96.4 Å3 (vac 156), and are associated, except for vac 103,
with a significant local negative pressure that make a local
reconstruction much more costly energetically. We see in the
inset of Fig. 3 that the lifetime is limited by the activation
barrier of the annihilation event with a slope corresponding to
a Boltzmann temperature of 300 K. Long lifetimes associated
with low-energy barrier indicate that the vacancy annihilation
for these systems required a local rearrangement around the
vacancy that took place over a number of events.

Diffusion of full vacancies is rare. Only 86 of the original
453 showed diffusion (19%). Of these, 30 flicker between two
vacancy states until a nearby rearrangement generally leads to
the disappearance of the vacancy (of these one flickering state
survives for more than 0.1 s). The remaining 56 (65%) diffuse
only once and then rapidly vanish through local reorganization
in their new state. Not counting the oscillations, therefore, no
vacancy manages to diffuse, as a four dangling-bond cluster,
for more than a single step. Two types of diffusive motions are
observed for the vacancies that survive their single jump. The
first one, which occurred for 74 of the diffusing vacancies,
can be characterized as a first-neighbor diffusion where the
vacancy at the initial and final positions share at least one
threefold coordinated atom. The average distance between the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Initial and final configurations of a
typical vacancy diffusion event. (b) Initial and final configurations
of a typical vacancy annihilation event. Green (peach, orange) atoms
are threefold (fourfold and fivefold) coordinated. Small black dots
indicate the center of the vacancy. See text for details.

two vacancy centers in this case is 1.75 Å. Figure 4(a) shows
the neighbor exchange necessary for this diffusive motion.
The other type of motion, observed in 18 cases, is associated
with a second-neighbor atom. Here, the four threefold atoms
rearrange into a fully coordinated configuration pulling on their
neighbors, which opens a hole created at a typical distance of
4.4 Å. This second-neighbor diffusion typically occurs in a few
steps: the initial vacancy first is partially reconstructed, with
the remaining defects diffusing and flickering until a fully
formed vacancy appears at the new position. In all cases, the
new vacancies are destroyed immediately after being formed,
with a significant energy release.

Most annihilation events are very similar: one of the four
threefold atoms surrounding the vacancy moves in, bonding
with the other three threefold atoms while keeping a bond
with only one of its current neighbors. This neighbor in
turn usually moves with the defective atom, bonding with
the two threefold neighbors left behind [see Fig. 4(b)]. In
some cases, a third atom is also dragged along with the
first two in a chainlike motion, again exchanging neighbors
as in this example. This chain is usually characterized with
either the final atom breaking a single bond and leaving an
isolated threefold coordinated defect or with the final atom
making a long bond, near cutoff, with a nearby neighbor.
Full annihilation events featuring no new coordination defect
creation accounted only for 48 cases. In general, a dangling or
a floating bond remains, either at the vacancy site or nearby.
More precisely, 257 of the 447 (57%) annihilation events
removed all four of the vacancy’s dangling bonds at once. Of
these, 180 events saw the creation of at least one new threefold
coordinated atom. Floating bond creation is more uncommon
(110 times) and usually associated with the simultaneous
creation of a dangling bond (81 times). Partial annihilation
events where only 3, 2, or only 1 of the dangling bonds forming
the vacancies were removed, were seen 110 (25%), 76 (17%)
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The definition of a vacancy in a disordered system is not
unique. Here, we focus on the topology of the underlying bond
network for identification: A vacancylike defect is defined as
a cluster of four threefold coordinated atoms using a cutoff
distance of 2.9 Å, situated in the gap between the first- and
second-neighbor peak of the radial distribution function (see,
for example, Ref. 31). While the specific choice of cutoff
affects the quantitative results, we have checked that the
qualitative conclusion remains unchanged for any distance
within this gap. The free volume associated with the vacancies

is calculated, following Kim et al.,16 as Vvac = 4πr3
avg

3 where
ravg is the average distance between the vacancy center and
each of its four neighbors. The total stress tensor is computed,
following Demkowicz and Argon,34 from the local atomic
stress tensor, (τab)i (a,b = x,y,z),

τab = 1
N

N!

i=1

(τab)i , (1)

from which we obtain the pressure P = − 1
3 tr(τ ). The von

Mises stress, σVM, is also calculated for each atom: σVM =√
3J2, where J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator

tensor. This quantity provides a picture of the shear stress felt
by individual atoms.

A vacancy is considered to have vanished when an activated
event results in the partial or total disappearance of the
associated coordination defects, without another vacancy
being created close by. In some cases, this condition is not
sufficient as the local environment oscillates between two
states with and without coordination defects. Therefore, to
consider the vacancy to have disappeared, we require to
observe both a change in coordination and a corresponding
energy drop due to the structural relaxation around the defect
site. With these criteria, a vacancy in an oscillatory state is
therefore considered present in the system.

III. RESULTS

A. Initial relaxation

The change in volume of the vacancy during the initial
steepest descent relaxation is strongly correlated with the local
pressure felt by the missing atom before it is removed. Figure 1
shows that, as expected, vacancies under compressive stress
tend to contract even more while sites under tension also
expand by a large amount. In contrast, sites where the atoms are
under very little pressure tend to keep their original volume.
The original variation of vacancy volumes upon creation is
explained simply because sites under compressive (tensile)
stress tend to have smaller (longer) bonds, resulting in a smaller
(greater) vacancy volume.

The vacancy formation energy, defined as

Ef = E2 − (N − 1)
N

E1, (2)

where E1 is the total energy of the full N-atom system and
E2 is the total energy with a single atom removed, represents
the work needed to create the vacancy. Figure 2 shows Ef as
a function of both the local pressure and atomic von Mises
stress. We see that atoms under compression are characterized
by a lower formation energy than those under tensile stress
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Change in vacancy volumes upon mini-
mization. Volumes of vacancies created from the initial model are
in blue and volumes after minimization are in red. Positive pressure
is compressive while negative pressure is tensile. Inset: histogram
showing the distribution of relaxed volumes for the 453 vacancies
surviving relaxation.

and that a high shear stress also reduces the formation
energy. Ef is an excellent criterion for predicting the defect
stability. All vacancies associated with a formation energy
of 1.5 eV or less disappear upon relaxation, leaving at most
one or two coordination defects; 93% of the vacancies that
disappeared upon minimization had a formation energy under
2.5 eV compared to only 25% of those that survived. Of the
original 1000 999-atom models, 547 annihilated their vacancy
in this first step, leaving 453 vacancy configurations for
k-ART simulations. The final distribution of vacancy volumes
(excluding vacancies that were destroyed upon minimization)
is shown in the inset of Fig. 1, showing an average volume of
64.9 ± 9.1 Å3.

B. k-ART simulations

Kinetic ART simulations were launched on the remaining
453 configurations. As could be expected from disordered
systems, their kinetics is dominated by oscillatory events, i.e.,
flickers, with rare activated mechanisms that lead to effective
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Formation energy (eV) as a function of
original atomic pressure and atomic von Mises stress of the atom that
was removed.
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Vacancies in Iron

OUR APPROACH: 

50 randomly placed vacancies 
in 2000-atom box; 

Mendeleev Potential.

M. Eldrup and B.N. Singh, Journal of 
Nuclear Materials 323 (2003) 346–353.

Accumulation of point defects 
and their complexes in 
irradiated metals as studied 
by the use of positron 
annihilation spectroscopy

annealing behaviour of the PAS parameters for the iron
specimens irradiated at 50 !C and at 100 !C is very
similar. As a consequence, also the variation of the
trapping rates with annealing temperature is very similar
(Fig. 5 and [3]). The changes of the PAS parameters in
different temperature ranges reflect the recovery of the

microstructure during annealing. The following are the
main observations.

In the annealing temperature range of 50 !C to about
250 !C, j3 first increases and then flattens off (Fig. 5)
which suggests that the density and/or the size of the
voids increases and then stays constant. Simultaneously,

Fig. 4. Positron lifetimes and intensities extracted from the lifetime spectra for neutron irradiated Cu and Fe as functions of annealing
temperature. Annealing was done in vacuum and the holding time at each temperature was 50 min. Measurements were carried out at
room temperature. Some of the spectra are shown in Fig. 1. For Cu only two lifetime components can be resolved, while for Fe three
components can be extracted. For iron, the symbols are for irradiation at 50 !C while the lines represent results for irradiation at
100 !C [13]. For copper, irradiations were carried out at 100 !C [3]. The shaded bands indicate the temperature of the recovery stage V
in the two metals.

Fig. 5. Positron trapping rates into defects in neutron irradiated Cu and Fe as functions of annealing temperature. The trapping rates,
calculated from the data in Fig. 4 by using the !trapping model’, are measures of defect densities [3,13].

350 M. Eldrup, B.N. Singh / Journal of Nuclear Materials 323 (2003) 346–353
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Figure 10: Top plane <001> and perspective views of jumps for Fe and C
during the simulation at 600 K. In a) up to 2Fe atoms are moved at same step
(from 5 to 6 and from 7 to 1, orange atoms) creating 3V (squares); points 2,3 or
3 are also possible jumps (see arrows). In b) after V moves to corner, C jumps
from position 0 to the edge on position 1, and into plane around V; position
2 is also possible. C distance from V is 0.365a0; this position is the global
minimun: Emin = 0.

5. Results of the interaction of a vacancy with one, two and

five C atoms

5.1. One C substitution

Subection finished and for revision.
In this set of simulations one Fe atom in lattice is replaced

with one C atom. This system can be considered as carbon
vacancy complex (V-C), and it has been largely studied using
MD and DFT [2? ]. In fact, it is known that when the C is
put in the vacancy, C moves away from it; which is normal as
the C atom does not lie in the vacancy but at some distance.
Indeed, in the first KMC step (and for all temperatures used
here) it is observed that C displaces by (0.365 ± 0.001)a0 from
the V point along of one of the axis with a small Eb ⇡ 0.013
eV, leading to the ground state at xx eV below the substitionnal
position. This state represents the lowest energy configuration,
EGS , and it is in excellent agreement with results found using
DFT which predicts a distance from V of 0.365a0 [2]. As it is
said in section 3.2, C in a perfect crystal occupies an octahedral
position, therefore, the e↵ect of V is to move the C inside of
cube with the V at the center, but out of V point (see Fig 10a).

Figure 12: roots of the square displacements for vacancies SDV (folded), for
Fe atoms SDFe and for a C atom SDC (unfolded), as a function of time. dmin

V�C
is the minimum V-C distance at each step, the lowest value is 0.364a0. The
horizontal dotted line is the size of box 8a0 = 22.8 Å given as a reference.

It is known that C stabilizes the complex, thus avoiding the
di↵usion of the V [3]. This stability is specially evident a
room temperatures, as corroborated by the k-ART simulation
done a 300 K. This simulation has reached a simulated time of
120000 s (or 33.3 hours) in 15000 steps, and shows a stable V-C
system with no di↵usion (not shown). However as temperature
rises V-C complex can move together or can be decoupled and a
di↵usion of C and V starts separately. Moreover, other C atoms
can move to the V and to stay in it for a period of time. Those
e↵ects are observed for simulations at 600K and temperatures
beyond, they are described as follows.The complex consists a
few states connected by barriers of xx eV. The binding energy
for breaking the complex is xx eV, corresponding to a lifetime
of xx s at 300K.

In Fig. 11, are given the plots at 600 K and 900 K for Eb, Emin
and the SD, as a function of time (top figures). Also in them, an
emphasis is done for two of those periods of time for which Fe
and C movement is observed (grey areas). They are replotted
into the plots shown below each main plot of Fig. 11a,b but as a
function of the KMC steps. The migration energies, Eb, as well
as the change, Emin, are plotted using red circles and triangles
rather than lines as it is impossible to use a line representation
because energies change from low to high values too often.

From the top plots 11a,b it is noticed that during the peri-
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C diffusion in Fe (in progress)

O.A. Restrepo, N. Mousseau, F. El-Mellouhi, O. Bouhali, M. Trochet, C. S. 
Becquart, Computational Materials Science 112, Part A, 96-106 (2016).

What are the fundamental 
mechanisms responsible for 
metal dusting ? 

1. Use Becquart’s C-Fe EAM 
potential

2.  Start with simple defects : 

1. C interstitials

2. C subsitutionals



Figure 11: SD of C (green lines) and Fe (blue line) compared to the change in energy, Emin (red circles) and to barrier energy, Eb (black triangles) at 600 K (left)
and 900 K (right). In bottom are given the amplifications of the two intervals (gray areas in top) in which C has showed displacement. In contrast to top, to each
value of Eb is summed the previous minimum Emin to see the full energy land scape. In bottom right plot of b) Energy when decoupling and V di↵usion.

ods over which Fe displaces, in some steps Emin is high but
Eb is low. This is mainly due to that the system is out of the
global minimum state and is transiting over local excited min-
ima crossing lower barriers of energy, (see bottom plots of 11).
Also the typical flickering is observed with C and Fe going back
and forth. In Fig. 10 are shown those possible positions, and
for one Fe they are marked with numbers from 1 to 4, those
jumps are done by crossing barriers of Eb = 0.714 eV to in-
terstitial positions, and go back with Eb = 0.251 eV. There are
also cases in which at the same KMC step, 2Fe atoms move
to interstitial positions by crossing a barrier of 0.552 eV. This
happen with atoms that belong to the same diagonal (direction
<111>) and that situation is represented with orange atoms (V
are squares) in Fig. 10a.

If bac-MRM is [4, 5] used to accelerate the simulation by
increasing the lower barrier threshold up to 1.5 eV, indeed a
barrier of 1.5 eV per KMC step is observed several times (this
treatment is statistically exact and should not a↵ect the system’s
kinetics. Although those intermedia trajectories described in
Fig. 11 a,b are lost within the basing however).

In addition to V-C complex movement, also dissociation of
the complex is observed. At 600 K, this happens during some
few steps (as seen around step 3745 in Fig. 11a). However at
900 K and temperatures beyond, the dissociation is more evi-
dent. One of these particular situations can be analyzed from
the right-low plot of Fig. 11b. Around the time of 1.1µs the
system crusses a barrier of around 1.5 eV with the dissociation
of V-C. During this interval of time, the system goes to a hight
energy state with local minimum of Emin ⇡ 0.8 eV, then the V
lefts the C and moves in the crystal, crossing the border to be
finally trapped again by the C at step 4293 when system re-

turns the the global minimum again. The barriers are identical
to those found in Fig. 1 for a simple V di↵usion.

The case of C displacement is also described. Jumps around
the V are done by crossing barriers of ether 0.413 eV or 0.508
eV, approximately in agreement with DFT values found of 0.4
eV and 0.6 eV [2]. Eb = 0.413 eV corresponds to a situation
in which there is an Fe atom at interstitial position (as e.g. Fe
at position 1, close to V on Fig. 10a), so C jumps to another
octahedral position and Fe goes back to V (position 0 Fig. 10a).
While Eb = 0.508 eV corresponds to simple C jumps with all
Fe atoms at lattice points. For instance, those jumps can be
observed for a period of 200 µs at 600 K in the SD of C around
600 µs in Fig. 10a or after 0.8 µs at 900 K in Fig. 10b.

In general, If we ignore the intermedia minima found (as seen
in the plots of bottom of Fig. 11) it can be concluded that the
system transites from one ground state with energy EGS to an-
other ground state with same energy by crossing a total barrier
Eb of 1.5 eV (the highest value seen for the energy land scape),
i.e., V-C di↵uses crossing barriers of 1.5 eV. Although transi-
tions from one minimum to another are done throughout di↵er-
ent path ways; as it can be concluded from the plot of energy at
two di↵erent intervals.

It is important to emphasize that the Fe displacement is not
the V displacement, rather the SDFe describes the rearrange-
ment of Fe atoms around the V; owing to the Fe random jumps
to interstitials positions as explained above. To clarify that,
in FIg. 13 are given the plots for the minimum V-C distance,
dmin

V�C , at each time step as well as the roots of the square dis-
placements for Fe SDFe, for C, SDC , (unfolded) and vacancy,
SDV (folded); the roots are taken for easy comparison to dmin

V�C
and to the folded SDV . Because at each time step tn, one, two
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C-substitutional in Fe

A complex 
diffusion:

C-interstitial 
diffusion barrier: 
0.81 eV

The vacancy 
diffusion barrier: 
0.64 eV 

Vacancy-C bound 
state barrier: 1.5 
eV



Effects of Grain Boundaries
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Diffusion of Grain Boundaries

T=600 K



C diffusion at grain boundaries



C diffusion at grain boundaries
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CONCLUSIONS

Kinetic ART is an efficient on-the-fly kinetic Monte-
Carlo algorithm

It uses a topological description for the classification 
of events; the flexibility of nauty allows us to take 
into account multiple components and more

It defines two classes of events:

low-energy barriers that must be refined after 
each event

high-energy barriers which are treated as 
ensemble



Kinetic ART is particularly useful for the study of diffusion in 
when strain effects are important or asymmetries prevent the 
use of standard KMC (e.g. presence of defects, interface, etc.). 

It is ideal for problems where 
where the type of barriers evolves with time — self-
organisation and aggregation phenomena
with complex environments - alloys, grain boundaries, 
disordered systems

A number of details make the method efficient:
parallelization

recycling of low-energy barriers

handling of highly symmetric events

handling of blinkers

use of local forces for O(1) calculations
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